
How do we 
show that 
God exists? 

 

Why is this 
subject helpful? 

Christians primarily know the reality of  

God by the way he touches our lives (Rom 

8:14-17). 

But how do we respond when non-

Christians demand evidence? Is that even 

possible? 

The Bible contends that God's existence 

can be deduced by anyone who is open to 

the evidence (Rom 1:20). 

And we are told to always be ready to 

answer such a question (1Pet 3:15,16). 

So ... prepare for a whistle-stop 

introduction to 14 different evidences of  

the existence of  God, many of  which have 

convinced sceptics that an all-powerful, 

loving and active Creator is at work in our 

universe. 

It helps in our faith … belief is not blind, but rational 

It is Biblical … Scripture is clear that God can be 

apprehended through his Creation (Psalm 19) 

It helps in our evangelism … some people need to be 

persuaded that God exists before we can tell them God 

loves them and has a plan for their redemption 

It lays a foundation … after we demonstrate good 

reason to believe God exists, we can demonstrate that 

God is perfectly good and totally powerful; as the 

Universe includes evil and human suffering, God must 

intervene to deal with evil and restore eternal good. He  

did so by taking the weight of evil and the pain of 

human suffering on himself 

It answers non-Christian critics … especially the ‘new 

atheists’ who claim there is no evidence for the 

existence of God 

It refutes the religious who say Christianity is all a 

matter of faith and exclusive of science 

It finds common ground with people of 

other faiths—we can 

agree the existence 

and nature of God, 

then go on to explore 

what that means 
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[T]he Spirit you received brought about your 

adoption to sonship. And by him we cry, 

‘Abba, Father.’  The Spirit himself testifies with 

our spirit that we are God’s children. Now if we 

are children, then we are heirs – heirs of God 

and co-heirs with Christ, if indeed we share in 

his sufferings in order that we may also share in 

his glory. 

"If you hold to my teaching, you are really my 

disciples.  Then you will know the truth, 

and the truth will set you free." 

"Yet a time is coming and has now come 

when the true worshippers will worship 

the Father in the Spirit and in truth, for 

they are the kind of worshippers the 

Father seeks. God is spirit, and his 

worshippers must worship in the Spirit 

and in truth." 

"Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone 

who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you 

have. But do this with gentleness and respect,  keeping 

a clear conscience, so that those who speak maliciously 

against your good behaviour in Christ 

may be ashamed of their slander." 



No codes without a coder 

DNA is the only example of a ‘representational code’ 

with (supposedly) no intelligent coder behind it.  

There hasn’t been enough time in the universe for 

such a code to develop accidentally. You can’t have 

life without reproduction; you can’t have reproduction 

without coded information passed on: you can’t have 

coded information without a living coder to create it. 

Brain and mind 

The human brain is the most complicated thing in the 

universe, and its workings are a mystery. More 

difficult still, though, is the ‘hard problem’ of 

consciousness. Some researchers are reluctantly 

speculating that consciousness may be ‘given’ rather 

than ‘self-organizing’. 

The Chemistry set 

You can mix every element together necessary to 

make life, but you won’t create life. Meanwhile, some 

chemicals (water, carbon, oxygen) seem uniquely, 

arbitrarily designed to make life possible. 

Philosophically speaking 

History’s cleverest geezers (from 

Aristotle to the former atheist Anthony 

Flew) looked at the way everything 

works, and agreed that it points to the 

existence of a supreme Being with 

immutability, immateriality, 

omnipotence, omniscience, indivisibility 

(“oneness”), perfect goodness, and 

"necessary existence". 

Causation—nothing from nothing 

Everything that has a beginning, has a cause. The Universe began … 

so it must have a cause. Whatever caused it must be timeless, outside 

of space, not composed of matter and energy; immeasurably powerful 

and clever. Those are attributes associated with God. 

No laws without a law-giver 

There’s no reason to expect the universe to follow laws, but it does. 

They are orderly, consistent, discoverable. They point to a deep, 

underlying meaning to existence. Meaning implies one who means 

them … God. 

Fine-tuned for life 

The laws and processes which govern the way the Universe works are 

intricately balanced to enable life to exist. Scientists reckon there are 

about 50 vital, fundamental laws written-in at the moment of Creation, 

each perfectly adjusted for life to be possible. In addition, more than a 

score of improbable things are necessary for a planet to support life. 

The purpose of life with a purpose 

Life differs from inanimate matter in having purposes (eat, breed, 

avoid pain...) For inanimate matter to become animate, AND develop 

a sense of purpose, just once—and continue in an unbroken chain ever 

since—is impossible to reconcile with an accident. Far more logical to 

assume a living, purposeful Being behind it. 

The problem of 
‘good’ 

We worry about evil and pain, but 

moral philosophers also ask what 

explains the code of universal morals 

and values, beyond us and above our 

cultures? That’s the problem of good.. 

“Right and wrong” seem to be 

implanted from outside by Someone else. 

It adds up … to God 

The greatest mathematicians have detected a beauty and 

symmetry in mathematics that is ‘miraculous’ and unexpected … 

and speaks of a very organized designer. The basic question of 

why maths describes the universe is rarely considered by the rest 

of us! 

It’s about time—history 

If many witnesses attest to divine intervention, it is prejudiced to 

ignore them because “God doesn’t exist”. Evidence is evidence. 

Speaking of prophecy 

A prophecy alleged to be divine, written long before the event it 

describes took place, is evidence. Multiple examples reinforce it. 

Miracle conceptions 

Pointers point to someone! Miracles are confrontational evidence. 

God is good for you 

Sociologists have demonstrated that encounters with God are life-

transformative in a way that is significant, positive and lasting. 

We live in a law-abiding, life-supporting, rationally-comprehensible, beautiful universe, with a single point of creation, inhabited by 

creatures with an innate sense of moral good. Why? 


